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JASPER PROPERTY, VICTORIA MINING DIVISION 

1. SUMMARY 

A soil and rock geochemical exploration program was conducted on the Pan grid area on 
the Jasper Property. The program was conducted during October, 2001 by Amex 
Resources Ltd. for Inspiration Mining Corp. One hundred and five soil (and moss mat) 
and three rock chip samples were taken. A limited GPS survey was also conducted. 

The Jasper Property lies within close proximity to tidewater on west central Vancouver 
Island. An extensive logging road network provides cheap access to the area. 

A +four km long northward striking extensive intense alteration zone in present within 
lower Jurassic Bonanza volcanics that underlie the property. Poly-metallic massive 
sulphide showings and soil/stream sediment anomalies are present within the alteration 
zone. Junior and Major Mining Companies have conducted a number of exploration 
programs on the Jasper, Tam and Pan Showing Areas since 1970. All prospects were 
consolidated under one ownership in 1994 and acquired by Inspiration Mining in 1995. 

In 1998, an exploration program consisted of rock chip sampling of showings and 
mineralized float and grid soil geochemistry was completed at the South Pan Soil Grid. 
The grid detected numerous poly-metallic soil geochemical anomalies that indicate base 
metal mineralization is present within the intense alteration zone that partly underlies the 
soil grid. Poly-metallic geochemical anomalies trended northward beyond the grid. 

In 2000, a soil geochemistry program extended the 1998 grid northward. As was similar 
to results from the 1998 South Pan Soil Grid, numerous poly-metallic soil geochemical 
anomalies were detected by the Pan Central and Pan North Grids, many of which were 
from orange coloured gossanous soils associated with the alteration zone. 

The 2001 program extended the Pan Grid to the north and south. Polymetallic base metal 
soil anomalies are present. Total length of the now established anomalous zone is 1.6 km 
in strike length The anomalies are open up-slope and along strike. 

Additional grid soil geochemistry is recommended at the Pan Grid area as part of a 
phased program. As well, bedrock and surficial geology mapping should be completed 
accompanied by appropriate grid geophysics to define mineralized targets. Prospecting 
and hand and/or mechanized trenching should be carried out on the highest priority 
targets. Subject to results, diamond drill targets should be prioritized and drilled on a 
phased program basis. 



2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1. General 

Amex Resources Ltd. conducted a ten person-day field exploration program for 
Inspiration Mining Corp. on the Jas 1-3 and Jasmin 1-2 Mineral Claims during the period 
September 26 2000 to January 17,200l. The fieldwork was conducted October 19 to 23, 
200 1 by a two-person crew (APPENDIX E, Year 200 1 Field Days). 

One hundred and five soil samples (includes two moss mats) and three rock chip samples 
were taken. The North Pan Grid was extended 175 metres to the north. The South Pan 
Grid was extended 125 metres to the south. Two soil profiles were also sampled. 

ALS Chemex Labs in North Vancouver processed the soil and rock samples as per 
APPENDIX B, Analytical Procedures and Certificates. A total expenditure of $19,418.74 
was incurred as per APPENDIX A, Statement of Expenditures. A Statement of Work, 
Event Number 3 173245, was tiled at the Vancouver Sub-Recorders office dated October 
29,200l. The work was not conducted under an Annual Work Approval Number as no 
surface disturbance was caused. 

2.2. Propetly Tenure 

The Jasper Claim group consists of the Jas 1 to 3 and Jasmin 1 and 2 Mineral claims that 
total 82 units (Table 1, Mineral Tenure, and Figure 2, Claim Location Map). The 
property is 100% owned by Inspiration Mining Corp., Client Number 138 196. 

2.3. Location and Access 

The Jasper Property is located in BCGS Map Sheet 092C 088 (NTS 92C115, Figures 1 
and 2). The Jasper property lies along Four Mile Creek and extends over the height of 
land to the tributaries of Jasper Creek. Logging road access is via Port Alberni or 
Cowichan Lake. J Branch road accesses the northern portion of the property and Caycusc 
Main the southern portion. Access roads are plotted on Figure 5, Minfile - Lakes, Rivers 
and Roads. 

Steep incised drainages with rugged relief to approximately 300 meters (m) characterizes 
the physiography of the area. Much of the region has been logged in recent years and 
young second growth forest is present over most of the claims. Climatic conditions are 
temperate. 
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Table 1. Mineral Tenure - Jasper Property werty 

Mineral Titles Search by Owner 

The mineral tenure information at this site was last updated on the morning of January 15,2002. 

Title Search by Owner 

ClientNumber: 138196 
Tenure Type: All 
Standing: Good 

Tenures held by INSPIRATION MINING CORPORATION: 

There were 5 results. 

----r-7- 

Your use of this site is subject to this disclaimer. 

To download this information to a comma delimited text file c&$.&r.%. 

7 

Compiled by Amex Resources Ltd. 
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3. HISTORY 

The Jasper Property consists of three former Minlile occurrences known from north to 
south as the Jasper 1 (092C 080), Tam 16 (092C 081) and Pan-Easy (092C 088) 
prospects. The location of the Jasper J Branch Main Showing area and the southern Pan 
area are plotted on the accompanying Figure 6 - Location Map - Jas and Pan Grids. 

The Tam and Easy properties were previously staked by Hudson Bay Mining and 
Smelting who conducted geological mapping: soil and rock chip geochemistry and an IP 
geophysical survey in 1970 and 1971. Also in 197 1, Marshall Creek Copper conducted 
an extensive soil sampling program on the Pan, Easy and Tam properties. It is reported 
that Noranda conducted a regional magnetic survey during this era, but no information 
regarding the results were filed as a matter of public record. 

‘Ihe next period of exploration activity occurred in 1980 and 198 1 when Malibar Mines 
conducted soil sampling on the Jasper Property. Also in 1980, Umex Corporation 
conducted a grid geochemical soil sampling program on the Easy prospect. Claims 
covering the Jasper prospect were eventually forfeited. 

In 1984, a prospecting program was carried out by Ron Bilquest on the Jasper prospect 
and the J-Branch Main Zone massive sulphide showing was found in recently constructed 
roadcuts. The claims were restaked and optioned to Falconbridge Limited who conducted 
geological mapping, soil and rock geochemistry and a VLF-EM program. It is reported 
that Falconbridge did additional work during 1985 including packsack diamond drilling, 
but no Assessment Report was filed. Asamara Inc. then conducted a brief geology, soil 
sampling and VLF-EM program in 1987. The Jasper claims eventually lapsed following 
a negative recommendation by Asamara’s consultant and a general lack of exploration 
interest in BC at the time. 

The Jasper claims were relocated by Arne 0. Birkeland in the summer and fall of 1994, 
who also staked claims covering the Tam, Easy and Pan prospects when existing claims 
were allowed to forfeit. This was the first time all the prospects were consolidated under 
one ownership. A detailed geologic mapping and sapling program was carried out in 
August, 1994 on the J Branch Main Showing. 

The Property was optioned in 1995 to Consolidated Taywin Resources Ltd., (now 
Inspiration Mining Corp.) who acquired the Property outright by way of a Bill of Sale, 
Event Number 3086088 dated May 9,1996. A geological, geochemical and geophysical 
program was carried out between December, 1995 and June 1996 in the vicinity of the 
Jasper Main Showing area. Diamond drill targets were identified and additional work 
was recommended. 



, Jasper Creek Showing 

Inspiration Mining Corp 
Jasper Property 

Location Map 
JAS and PAN Grids & Detail 

Date: Feb, 2002 
Compiled by A 0 Birkeland, PEng 

Figure 6 
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A rock and grid soil geochemical program was carried out in the vicinity of the Pan Road 
Showing by Amex Resources Ltd for Inspiration Mining Corp during December, 1998. 
A poly-metallic soil anomaly was discovered trending northerly off the soil grid. Four 
outcrop showings were sampled that returned values ranging from 2%-4.9% Cu, 4.5%- 
17% Pb, IS%-32% Zn with up to 76.8 ppm Ag and 3 15 ppb Au over widths between 0.36 
metre to 2.1 metre. 

In 2000, soil sampling extended the 1998 grid 650 metres northward. Numerous poly- 
metallic soil geochemical anomalies were identified on the Pan Central and Pan North 
Grids. Orange coloured gossanous soils associated with the alteration zone are present in 
the anomalous areas. Three principle anomalous areas were identified. Best results are 
present in the South Anomaly where soil values of up to +I 000 ppm Pb-Cu-Zn and rock 
values of 1.5% Cu are present. Both the Central and North Anomalies also contain 
extensive soil anomalies >99ti Percentile that are open up-slope to the east. 

4. GEOLOGY 

4.1. Regional Geology 

Vancouver Island lies within the Canadian Cordillera within terrain classified as 
Wrangellia. Central and western Vancouver Island is predominantly underlain by 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata intruded by Jurassic and Tertiary Intrusions (Figure 3, 
BCGS Geology Map). 

The Jasper property is hosted in a belt of rocks mapped as lower Jurassic Bonanza group 
which trends southeasterly from Nitinat Lake through Gordon River, south of Cowichan 
Lake. 

The Bonanza Group in this vicinity consists of a variety of maroon to grey-green, feldspar 
phyric basalt and andesite flows, dacite and felsic lapilli tuff containing various minor 
gabbro, andesite and dacite dykes. There is a lack of lithologic continuity and distinct 
marker beds are absent. In the basal part of the sequence, sedimentary rocks are found 
interbedded with lapilli and crystal tuffs and a sub-aqueous environment is indicated. 

Several gmnodiorite Island Intrusion stocks occur in the area. The coeval stocks are 
regular to elongated in shape with steep sides. The major lithology is granodiorite to 
quartz-diorite and most of the stocks are rich in mafic inclusions, particularly in marginal 
zones where magmatic intrusive breccias are developed. Stocks are rounded in outcrop 
shape. 

Numerous RGS anomalies and Minfile occurrences are present in the general Nitinat - 
Cowichan area and both porphyry and VMS style mineralization has been reported by 
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BCGS geologists. Porphyry style Cu-MO occurrences are commonly associated with high 
level sub-volcanic dykes and sills. The Debbie - Lizard - Thistle VMS belt occurs in the 
northern portion of the region hosted in rocks mapped as Sicker Group. Massey and 
Friday note VMS stratigraphic mineral potential where reported “sulfidic argillites are 
found interbedded with tutfs” in the basal part of the Bonauza sequence in the Albemi - 
Cowichan area 

The potential for finding undiscovered metallic mineral deposits for the tract underlying 
the Jasper Property is classified as being Highest by the BCGS Mineral Potential Program 
ranking system. 

4.2. Local Geology 

The Jasper property is underlain by matic to felsic volcauic rocks that have been 
previously mapped as Bonanza group. The central part of the pmperty is underlain by a 
north-south trending sequence of intermediate flows and flow bnxcias that are flauked to 
the east by matic flows. A wedge shaped body of felsic flows overlies the mafic rocks to 
the east. Felsite dykes intrude the intermediate and matic volcanics and are likely feeders 
to the younger felsic flows. Often the intermediate and matic flows and flow breccias are 
massive and bedding orientation is impossible to determine. Local foliation is oriented 
north-south. 

Figure 4, Local Geology, illustrates the distribution of claims and Mintile occurrences 
associated with the Bonanza group in this area. 

4.3. Structure and Alteration 

A late major fault suture cuts Vancouver Island from the mouth of the Carmanah River on 
the West Coast to Qualicum Beach on the East Coast. The Pan and Tam occurmnces 
along Four Mile Creek and the J Branch Main Showing on Jasper Ridge occur along this 
major fault structure. A north trending gossanous alteration zone with a strike length 
greater than 4 kilometers underlies the Jasper Property along the fault tbnn the Caycuse 
Creek drainage in the south to the Nitinat Valley in the north. The alteration zone is 
characterized by moderate to intense argillimtion and silicitication accompanied by 
ubiquitous pyrite flooding. The alteration zone is generally concordant with the foliation 
and srtatigraphy throughout its strike length. Based on the huge volume of intensely 
altered mck present, a very major period of hydrothermal activity has taken place along 
the strike length of the system. The Jasper and Pan Grid areas are partially underlain by 
the intense alteration zone. On the Pan grid, ferrocrete and till commonly overlie the 
alteration zone and have the effect of “masking” residual soil anomalies. 

Steeply dipping, cross cutting, north trending fixtures, shears and fault gouge zones are 
prevalent within the alteration zone an# form the recessive valley containing Four Mile 
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Creek. Coincident narrow fault and fracture zones often emanate as a conjugate set at 
right angles to the main north trending fault system and control second order drainages 
that are the side creeks of the main Four Mile Creek drainage system. 

Offsets of all structures are not known as units have not been mapped across structures. 
Local brittle faulting commonly causes minor offsets to massive sulphide lenses in 
outcrop. 

4.4. Minerelization 

Six high-grade Cu, Zn +!- Pb sulphide showing areas have been sampled by the Amex- 
Inspiration programs carried out between 1994 to 2000. 

The two showings of principle interest are the Jasper J-Branch Main Showing and Pan 
Road Showing. 

4.4.1. Mineralization - Description -J-Branch Main Showing 

At the J-Branch Showing, semi-massive to massive pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite and 
minor galena outcrops in logging road-cuts on Jasper Ridge. Two massive sulphide 
bands of true width between 0.4 and 1.3 metres separated by 5 metres of chloritic mafic 
volcanics outcrop over a strike length of 44 metres. 

Twelve channel samples were taken during the 1994 program from the massive sulphide 
lenses that returned a weighted average grade of 2.1% Cu, 3.2% Zn and 304 ppb Au over 
an average true width of 0.8 metres. 

The mineralization consists of 70% to 90% pyrite, 5% to 20% sphalerite, 1% to 5% 
chalcopyrite and minor amounts of galena. The sulphides are medium to coarse grained 
and commonly display crude banding imparted by compositional and textural variations. 
In places, large crudely banded massive sulphide fragments and volcanic wallrock 
fragments are contained witbm a finer grained massive sulphide matrix. 

The mineraliition is hosted in feldspar phyric matic flows. The massive sulphide bands 
are generally concordant to jointing, and to the contact between intermediate and mafic 
volcanic units. 

Although the massive sulphide bands are commonly offset by north and northeast 
trending fmctums and small displacement faults, there is good continuity to the 
mineralization over its exposed 44 metre strike length. The southeastern strike extension 
of the mineralization is covered by till which contains blocks of semi-massive to massive 
sulphides. The northwest strike extension is covered by colluvium and trends down the 
slope towards Zinc Creek. 
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4.4.2. Mineralization - Description - Pan Road Showing Area 

Two showings outcrop in Caycuse Main road-cuts at the Pan Road Showing. 

At the northern showing, massive stringer style mineralization is present in a crosscutting 
sheared alteration zone. The up-slope trend of the zone is covered by fermcmte and 
gossanous till that returned highly anomalous soil geochcmical results and the down- 
slope trend is covered by the roadbed. 

A composite weighted interval across the stringer zone returned the following values of 
4.4% C&17.4% Zn and 152 ppb Au over a true width of 2.0 metres. 

Of geological significance is a massive sulphide layer emanating from the stringer zone 
that is exposed in the road-cut over a strike length of approximately 30 me&s. The 
massive sulpbide band consists of coarse “black-jack” sphalerite containing lesser 
amounts of galena. The sulphide layer is hosted in, and is concordant to, argillically 
altered intermediate flows and tuffs. The sulphide band is faulted off to the south by a 
second crosscutting stringer zone containing anomalous base metal values. A channel 
sample across the sphalerite layer assayed 16.2% Zn and 2.7% Pb over 0.25 metres. 

At the southern Pan Road Showing, a massive sulphide lense outcrops in the logging 
road-cut and roadbed. Massive spbalerite and galena occur in highly argillically altered 
and pyritti matic (?) flows. The up-slope eastern extension of the lense is faulted off. 
The massive sulphides outcrop in the roadbed and then are covered by road-fill on the 
western down-slope trend of the zone. 

The massive sulphides occur as massive sphalerite and galena containing up to 5% 
chalcopyrite. The sulphides are capped by a thin 0.25 metre thick calcite @arite?-chert) 
exhalite horizon. A 2.0 metrc massive sulphide boulder on the west side of the road also 
has a calcite @rite?) exhalite cap preserved intact. A representative channel sample 
across the sulphide lense assayed as follows22.3% Zn, 17.2% Pb and 2.1% Cu over 1.9 
metres. 

Semi-massive sulpbide boulders containing up to 1.5% Cu are present at location 135ON, 
975E. 

Two narrow massive pyrite - chalcopyrite lenses occur at the 46.5 m elevation level on the 
spur road 100 m east of the Pan Road Showing and probably represent the strike 
extension of the Pan zone. 

c 
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5. GEOCHEMISTRY - NORTH PAN AND SOUTH PAN GRID 

EXTENSIONS 
i L. 

5.1. Introduction 

. 

. 

The objective of the 200 1 soil geochemical program was to extend the grid sampling to 
the north and south beyond the established grid. 

Two soil profile pits were sampled at locations where previous sampling resulted in the 
identification of poly-metallic base metal anomalies. 

. 5.2. Procedure 

- 

L. 

i 

L 

Conventional B horizon soil samples were taken (where possible) on a flagged hip chain 
and compass grid extending the North Pan Grid to Line 225ON and the South Pan Grid to 
Line 850 N. The grid was sampled at 25 metre sample intervals with SO metre line 
spacing (See Figures 7 and 13, Sample Location Maps). Two moss mat and three rock 
chip samples were taken and are also plotted on Figures 4 and 10. 

Sample descriptions and observations were recorded and are reported in APPENDM C, 
Geochemical Data Sheets. 

All rock chip, soil and stream sediment (moss mat) samples were taken by qualified field 
personnel employed by Amex, project Operator. No samples were taken, or were 
available to, any employee, officer, director, or associate of Inspiration Mi 
Corporation, property Owner. Samples were transported from the field and stored at 
Amex’s locked warehouse until truck delivery to ALS Chemex Labs in North Vancouver, 
BC. ALS Chemex Labs is IS0 9002 certified by KPMG in Canada. 

Rock chip samples were crushed and split and rejects were stored. Three kilogram split 
samples were ground to -150 mesh and analyzed by ICP-32 and Au 983 FA+AA. 

Stream sediment and soil samples were dried and screened to -80 mesh and split 
samplers were analyzed by ICP-32 and Au 983 FA+AA. 

All sample pulps are stored at Amex’s office and storage facility. 

No consistent check assaying procedure was employed as the Property is at an early stage 
of exploration, 
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In the author’s opinion, sampling, sample preparation, security and analytical procedut~ 
employed by Arnex and ALS Chemex Labs during the above referenced programs were 
adequately carried out. 

Analytical Procedures and Analytical Certificates are appended as APPENDIX B and 
values for selected elements are contained in Table 2, Soil Sample Analytical Results and 
Table 3, Rock Sample Analytical Results. Soil Grid values and symbol maps are 
contained in Figures 8 to 18s. 

i. 5.3. Threshold Values - RGS 24 Survey 

. . 

. 

P 

I 

Table 4 is a Statistical Summary of Sediment Samples taken as part of the BC MEMPR 
RGS 24 Survey conducted in 1988. Extensive soil and sediment sampling from western 
Vancouver Island has demonstrated continuity between hydromorphically transported 
sediment and soil sample mediums. Thus Threshold Values for soil sampling at the Pan 
Grids can be established as defined by the regional sediment values listed in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Anomalous Threshold Values for lower Jurassic Bonanza Group 

From : Statistical Summary of Sediient Samples - 599 Samples 
BC MEMPR RGS 24 - GSC OF 2128 

Element 90th percentile 95th percentile 99th percentile 

Gold 70 Ppb 200 ppb 680 Ppb 

Copper 74 Ppm 111 ppm 129 Ppm 

Lead 9 Ppm 11 wm 41 Ppm 

Silver 0.1 Ppm 0.2 ppm 0.3 Ppm 

Zinc 124 Ppm 170 Ppm 215 Ppm 

The 99” percentile has been used previously to determine anomalous Threshold values 
for Cu, Zn, Pb, Au and Ag. Normally the 90’ or 95’ percentile would be used to 
establish thresholds. However, soil vales are so high at the Pan grid that the 99ti 
percentile was used. Symbol maps identify the >99* percentile anomalies. 
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volcanics are precious metal enriched. This suggests that massive sulphide 
mineralization associated with the felsic volcanics may also contain precious metals. 

Sample 3 10752 was taken from the baseline at location 2275N, 1 OOOE. The sample is 
from a representative chip channel across a 30 cm wide sulphide “stringer” zone. Up to 
10% coarse grained euhedral pyrim occurs in a steeply dipping silicified altered zone. 
Calcopyrite and malachite (up to 2%) were noted. The sample returned a value of 
approximately 0.4% Cu. 

Sample 30 1753 was taken from the south grid at soil sample number 2 10442 at location 
59ON, 95OE. The sample is from a leached silica (chert?) calcite exhalite or highly 
altered rhyolite. Values were low. 

5.7. Soil Profile Results 

. 

. 

L 

L , .  
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Two soil profile pits were dug and sampled in the central portion of the Pan Grid. Pit 
Cross Sections and sample results are plotted on Figures 19 and 20. 

The pits were dug at locations where previous soil sampling had encountered very high 
base metal values. The objective of the soil profile sampling was to help determine if the 
soil anomalies are residual, proximal anomalies near to the mineralizing source, or if 
anomalies are transported distal anomalies some distance from the source. The procedure 
is to dig pits and to take samples of A, B, and B-C horizons. If anomalies are 
concentrated in the B horizon and drop off at depth, it is interpreted that the anomaly is 
hydromorphically transported and is located some distance for the source. If values 
increase with depth, some component of the anomaly is mechanically transported and it is 
interpreted that the anomaly is over or very near to source. 

Pit #l was dug at location 135ON, 975E. Orange weathering gossanous soils containing 
pyritized altered felsic volcanic fragments are present in this area. Previous sampling 
returned soil values of 759 ppm Cu, 484 ppm Pb and 182 ppm Zn. This sample is directly 
below Rx 739306 (Cu=l.5%) where a very high poly-metallic anomaly was found by the 
1998 Survey. 

At Pit #l (Figure 19), two soil cycles are present The fmt cycle contains a thin organic A 
horizon overlying a 25 cm thick yellow-orange jarositic B horizon. It is interpreted that 
this horizon is a local scree slide that overlies the deeper soil cycle. The deeper residual 
soil cycle is characterized by a 10 cm thick organic rich A horizon underlain by bright 
orange oxidized clay rich B horizon. 

Values for Zn and Pb, and to some degree Cu, are increasing to depth. Precious metals 
are concentrated in the upper B horizon. Because base metals am. increasing with depth 
and are highest deepest in the pit, it is interpreted that the base metal component is in-situ 
and close to source. 
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Pit #2 was dug at location 1425N, 1000 E. Previous sampling returned 1735 ppm Pb, 
1505 ppm Cu and 1070 ppm Zn occur f?om soil sample number 10033 1. The soil sample 
is up-slope from a massive sulphide stringer zone (sphalerite rich) that outcrops in the 
logging mad-cut. 

At Pit #2 (Figure 20), a conventional one cycle soil profile is present. A thin 5 cm 
organic rich A horizon is underlain by a 20 cm thick clay rich B horizon that grades 
partially into a mixture of B (soil) and C (bedrock) layers at 65 cm depth. 

Values for Zn, Pb, Au and Ag all increase strongly to depth. The high Pb value of 2080 
ppm strongly suggests that the soil anomaly is very close to source. Copper values are 
relatively constant. 

6. GPS SURVEY 

A limited GPS survey was conducted. The objective was to tie grid locations in the field 
to map co-ordinates contained in the GIS database. 

The GPS datum used was UTM Zone 10 Projection, WGS84 Datum. The instrument 
used was a Garmin Etrex Legend. Accuracy’s are reported to be to +/- 15 metres. 

Appendix D documents Latitude-Longitude-Elevation GPS readings for selected 
locations. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Coincident extensive poly-metallic soil geochemical anomalies detected by the soil grids 
indicate base metal (and lesser precious metal) mineralization is present proximal to, or 
up-slope from the anomalies. 

Polymetallic base metal geochemical anomalies are present associated with an intense 
gossan alteration zone over a 1.6 km strike length. Anomalous soil values are present on 
the Lines furthest to the north and south on the grid. Some of the best anomalies are at 
the up-hill eastern ends of Lines and the anomalies are open up-slope. 

The 2001 exploration program established the following: 

l Pb-Zn-Cu soil geochemical anomalies are present trending north off the North Pan 
Grid. The anomalies are generally Pb-Zn rich. Gossanous soils are present inroad- 
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cuts to the north of the grid. It is concluded that the geochemical anomaly and 
associated mineralization may continue off the grid along trend towards the Jasper 
Main Showing to the North. 

. At the South Pan Grid, Line 950N is strongly anomalous in Cu, while Line 900N is 
moderately anomalous in Zn-Pb. At both Lines 950N and SSON, the most anomalous 
samples are at the extreme upslope end of the lines. The anomalies are open up- 
slope, and to the south. 

l Preliminary indications tirn two soil profile pits indicate that high value soil 
anomalies in these areas are near source in-situ anomalies. 

l Rock chip sampling of a mineralized stringer zone returned values of up to 
approximately 0.4% Cu. Geochemically elevated Au values are present in altered 
rhyolite “country rock”. If base metal volcanogenic base metal deposits are the source 
of the soil geochemical anomalies, they may contain a precious metal component. 

a. RECOMMENDATIONS 

. 

L. 

- 

i. 
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L 

L 
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A phased $500,000 exploration program has been recommended in a Technical Report by 
Amex for Inspiration dated May 8,200l. Phase 1 will be the continuation of surface 
work at the Pan (and possibly Jaa) grid area, and Phase 2 will include diamond drilling. 

Phase 1 work should include the following: 

1. Extend the existing cross lines on the Pan soil grids upslope to the east to close off 
anomalies and extend the grids to the north and south, 

2. Hand dig pits and conduct soil geochemical profiles at the most significant soil 
anomalies to determine proximity to source, 

3. Do surficial geology mapping along roadcuts and use the results to interpret where the 
mineralized source areas are for the significant soil anomalies, 

4. Prospect, map and sample in detail all areas adjacent to the most important showings 
and soil anomalies. 

Upon completion of the Phase 1 field program, exploration targets should be prioritized 
utilizing GIS analysis and specific recommendations for a Phase 2 Work Program and 
Budget should be made. Phase 2 work should include completing geophysical surveys 
over the Pan and extended J-Branch Main Showing grids. Phase 2 work may include 
mechanized trenching and will include diamond drilling of the highest priority targets. A 
Notice of Work should be filed at least 60 days prior to the planned commencement of 
Phase 2 fieldwork. 
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9. CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION AND CONSENT 

I, Ame 0. Birkeland, do hereby certify that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

I am a Geological Engineer in the employ of Amex Resources Ltd. with 
off&s at 2069 Westview Drive, North Vancouver, British Columbia. 

I am a 1972 graduate of the Colorado School of Mines with a Bachelor of 
Science Degree in Geological Engineering. 

I have been a registered Professional Engineer with the Association of 
Professional Engineers Association of British Columbia since 1975, 
Registration Number 9870. 

My primary employment since 1966 has been in the field of mineral 
exploration and development, namely as a Geological Engineer. 

My experience has encompassed a wide range of geological environments 
including extensive experience in classification of deposit types as well as 
considerable familiarization with geochemical and geophysical survey 
techniques and diamond drilling procedures. 

I have conducted and supervised the field exploration work as reported on 
the subject property. I have authored this report that is based on 
observations and sample results obtained during the Year 2001 exploration 
program. The report is Nl43-101 compliant where applicable. 

The author holds no interest in the Jasper Property that is the subject of 
this report. The author does not own any equity shares of have any 
options in Inspiration Mining Corp. (“Inspiration”) and is acting as an 
independent Qualified Pm-son as geological consultant for Inspiration. 

I consent for Inspiration to use this technical report to file as an assessment 
report and also for use as required by regulatory authorities. 

Dated at North Vancouver, British Columbia, 

This 
$5 day0f~2001 

President, Amex Resources Ltd. 
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APPENDIX A 

Statement of Expendlturea 
2001 Geochemical Survey Program 
Jasper Claim Group, Victoria M,D. 

Prepared for: Inspiration Mining Corp. 

For the Perlod: Ott I, 2001 to Jan 31,2002 

oesfription cost 

Prepared by: Amex Resources Lffl. 

,““I! number u&s 

to.00 

5.00 
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APPENDIX B 

Analytical Procedures and Certificates 
ALS Chemex Labs 



ALS Chemex Aurora Lakfatorv ssrvlees Ud. 
British Columbia. Canada 

North Vwcrcve; 

PHONE: 604-964-0221 FAX: 8069640216 

I CERTIFICATE A0127382 

1”~ ‘, r---, i ] F , y : 

To: ARNEX RESOURCES LlMlTED 

2069 WESTVIEW DR. 
N$;;~,VANCOUVER, SC 

Cmmsm: ATTN: ARNE EIRKELAND 



CERTIFICATE A0127382 

SAMPL PREPARATION 

DESCRIPTION 

CGmmentS: ATM ARNE BIRKELAND 























APPENDIX C 

Geoehemical Data Sheets 
Soil, Stream Sediment and Rock Chip Samples 
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SOIL SAMPLE GEOCHEMICAL DATA SHEET - PAN SOIL SAMPLE GRID - Year 2001 

PROJECT: JAS NTS: 092WO80 cyrmu.~-rxoI~~ 

sample l.OCSiO” oepth -n Cob”‘ PSltlclS % orgsnic slop OhMrvakln 
Hunbe‘ NOrthi” E-tm (cm) sire Gradimt Remati 
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APPENDIX C 

SOIL SAMPLE GEOCHEMICAL DATA SHEET - PAN SOIL SAMPLE GRID -Year 2000 

PROJECT: JAS wrs: 0928080 
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GPS Survey - PAN SOIL SAMPLE GRID -Year 2001 

PROJECT: JAS DATUM: WGS 84 
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APPENDIX E 

Jasper Property - Field Crew -Year 2001 Field Days 

Date Name Title Description 

17-Oct.01 Ame 0. Birkeland P. Eng., Geological 
18-D&-01 Arne 0. Birkeland P. Eng., Geological 
19-Ott-01 Ame 0. Birkeland P. Eng., Geological 
20-o&01 Arne 0. Birkeland P. Eng., Geological 
21-O&01 Arne 0. Birkeland P. Eng., Geological 
22-O&01 Ame 0. Birkeland P. Eng.. Geological 
23-Ott-01 Ame 0. Birkeland P. Eng., Geological 
24-Ott-91 Ame 0. Birkeland P. Eng., Geological 
28-Ott-91 Ame 0. Birkeland P. Eng., Geological 
29-Oct-gl Ame 0. Birkeland P. Eng., Geological 
19-O&O1 Art Freeze P. Geol. 
20-O&O1 Art Freeze P. Geol. 
21 -O&O1 Art Freeze P. Geol. 
22-O&01 Art Freeze P. Geol. 
23-Ott-91 Art Freeze P. Geol. 

Base maps, equipment mobilization 
Base maps, equipment mobilization 
Travel, rock chip and grid soil sampling 
Rock chip and grid soil sampling 
Rock chip and grid soil sampling 
Rock chip and grid soil sampling, GPS Survey 
GPS Survey, Travel 
Demob, sample dry and prep 
GIS Data Input 
GIS Data Input 
Travel, grid soil sampling 
Grid soil sampling 
Grid soil sampling 
Grid soil sampling 
Grid soil sampling, Travel 




